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Operating in the Courts of Heaven
2016-02-23

why do some people pray in agreement with gods will heart and timing yet the desired answers do not come why would god not respond when we pray from the
earnestness of our hearts what is the problem or better yet what is the solution robert henderson believes the answer is found in where your prayer actually takes place
we must direct our prayer towards the courts of heaven and not only the battlefield robert shows that it is in the courtrooms of heaven where our breakthroughs can be
found when you learn to operate there you will see your answers unlocked and released this book will teach you the legal processes of heaven and how to operate in its
courts when you get off the battlefield and into the courtroom you can grant god the legal clearance to fulfill his passion and answer your prayers

Operating in the Courts of Heaven (Revised and Expanded)
2021-09-21

operating in the courts of heaven has become an international bestseller that has supernaturally transformed lives all over the world its not another prayer strategy its a
blueprint for engaging a spiritual dimension called the courts of heaven robert henderson biblically teaches believers how to come before the court and present their
cases of unanswered prayers or delayed breakthroughs to the righteous judge in this new and updated edition featuring brand new material robert presents fresh biblical
insights and a systematic framework that shows all believers how to enter the courts of heaven in addition robert answers common questions about the courts and reveals
how this place in the spirit is available to all believers through jesus blood discover how to engage the three dimensions of prayer experiencing god as father friend and
judge shift from battlefield to courtroom prayer apply the verdict of jesus finished work on the cross understand how christians can remove generational curses recognize
your accuser and overrule his cases against you access and unlock your book of destiny enter and operate in the court of heaven by faith gods passion is to answer your
prayers when you learn how to operate in the court of heaven you can undo the spiritual legalities that stand in the way of your answered prayer get ready for miraculous
results

Receiving Healing from the Courts of Heaven
2018-03-20

what to do when prayers for healing go unanswered the bible is clear gods will is to heal and yet believers often pray for healing and do not receive it why the answer can
be found in the courts of heaven robert henderson is internationally recognized for teaching the courts of heaven prayer strategy which has brought breakthrough
answered prayers and miraculous transformation to countless lives now henderson presents a powerful new teaching that answers the question what can i do if my
prayers for healing go unanswered satan is the adversary to gods will and gods people in the courtrooms of heaven he brings charges against believers to prevent their
healing in this book henderson teaches you to align your prayers with the legal process of heaven to defeat the devils arguments you will learn how to identify hindering
spirits barriers and legal rights that prevent healing break curses and strongholds that give satan destructive access to your health pray in a breakthrough dimension
according to gods purposes release the healing verdict of atonement from the courts of heaven discover how to legally unlock divine destiny over your life and even your
nation bring your appeals before the courtroom of heaven

Accessing the Courts of Heaven
2017-09-19

begin your supernatural journey into the courts of heaven what does it mean to make your case in the courts of heaven in recent years god has raised up robert henderson
as a prophetic voice calling christians to pursue breakthrough by using the courts of heaven prayer blueprint god is more willing to answer our prayers than we will ever



know the problem is that we face a legalistic accuser and adversarythe devilwho wants to prevent these prayers from coming to pass your victory against him is not fought
on a battlefield its won in the courtroom when your prayers are answered gods purposes are fulfilled on the earth in this all new message henderson gives you practical
keys that will enable you to boldly access the courts of heaven and state your prayer cases with confidence you will understand the three dimensions of prayer discover
the 3 keys to unlocking your breakthrough in the courts of heaven learn the 6 prophetic declarations that jesus blood makes on your behalf cancel the devils accusations
by releasing the supernatural power of your testimony learn how to access the courts of heaven make your case and watch as prayers are answered miracles are released
and long awaited breakthroughs come to fruition

Prayers and Declarations That Open the Courts of Heaven
2018

based on henderson s popular teaching on the courts of heaven this practical prayer guide will arm readers with powerful prayers and declarations that bring them into
the courts of heaven to present their cases to the lord

OPERATING IN THE COURTS OF HEA
2016-09-23

why do some people pray in agreement with god s will heart and timing yet the desired answers do not come why would god not respond when we pray from the
earnestness of our hearts what is the problem or better yet what is the solution robert henderson believes the answer is found in where your prayer actually takes place
we must direct our prayer towards the courts of heaven and not only the battlefield robert shows that it is in the courtrooms of heaven where our breakthroughs can be
found when you learn to operate there you will see your answers unlocked and released this book will teach you the legal processes of heaven and how to operate in its
courts when you get off the battlefield and into the courtroom you can grant god the legal clearance to fulfill his passion and answer your prayers

Summary of Robert Henderson's Operating in the Courts of Heaven
2022-06-30T22:59:00Z

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 the place of the initial conflict is in a courtroom not on a battlefield christians should
first win their verdicts in the courtroom of heaven before going out to win on the battlefield 2 the first thing we must see is that heaven is open this means that there is
revelation and things we need to discern in the heavenly realm prayer and warfare should not be a shot in the dark we should be able to pinpoint the things that need to
be dealt with and touch them with accuracy 3 when we pray we are entering a courtroom if the widow in jesus parable could get an answer and a verdict from an unjust
judge through her persistent activity in a court how much more can we gain answers as the elect of god before the righteous judge of all 4 the widow in the parable of the
courtroom was praying for a verdict from the court not from the battlefield she realized that she didn t need to march onto a battlefield and yell at her adversary she just
needed a verdict from the court

Unlocking Destinies From the Courts of Heaven
2016-08-30

no more delay god is passionate about you fulfilling your purpose in fact there are books in heaven that record your destiny and purpose their pages describe the very
reason you were placed on the earth and yet there is a war against your destiny being fulfilled your archenemy the devil knows that as you occupy your divine assignment
by default the powers of darkness are demolished heaven comes to earth as gods people fulfill their kingdom callings in unlocking destinies from the courts of heaven



robert henderson offers a prophetic prayer strategy that shows you how to dissolve the delays and hindrances to your destiny being fulfilled what does the enemy use
most often to delay destinies from being fulfilled curses by using the courts of heaven strategy you will recognize the signs of curses operating in your life identify the
origins of curses that war against your destiny revoke the rights of demonic principalities from operating in your life learn the secrets to cleansing your bloodline from
generational curses discover how to legally unlock divine destiny over your life and even your nation bring your appeals before the courtroom of heaven

Receiving Healing from the Courts of Heaven Interactive Manual
2018-03-20

what to do when prayers for healing go unanswered the bible is clear gods will is to heal and yet believers often pray for healing and do not receive it why the answer can
be found in the courts of heaven robert henderson is internationally recognized for teaching the courts of heaven prayer strategy which has brought breakthrough
answered prayers and miraculous transformation to countless lives in this training manual henderson helps bring you identify and break the hindrances that keep your
healing from being released you can use this resource in a small group or class accompanying the video sessions or you can work through the transformational exercises
individually through the revelatory devotional entries breakthrough prayers and activations that help you implement the courts of heaven prayer strategy you will actually
go through the process of taking sickness before the judge of heaven and asking him to render healing on your behalf satan is the adversary to gods will and gods people
in the courtrooms of heaven he brings charges against believers to prevent their healing through this interactive study manual henderson teaches you to align your
prayers with the legal process of heaven to defeat the devils arguments you will learn how to identify hindering spirits barriers and legal rights that prevent healing break
curses and strongholds that give satan destructive access to your health pray in a breakthrough dimension according to gods purposes release the healing verdict of
atonement from the courts of heaven the judge of heaven wants to grant healing bring your prayers into his courts today also available receiving healing from the courts
of heaven book dvd video teaching series small group leaders guide companion to video teaching

The Cloud of Witnesses in the Courts of Heaven
2019-03-19

the supernatural intersection between your life and the heavenly cloud of witnesses in the book of hebrews scripture introduces us to the great cloud of witnessesbelievers
who have gone before us joining the ranks of those gathered before the throne of god though they are in heaven these witnesses remain participating members of jesus
church playing an active part in the unfolding purposes of god on earth through supernatural stories and bible based revelation bestselling author robert henderson offers
groundbreaking teaching on the cloud of witnesses role in the courts of heaven discover how these departed believers help you to fulfill whats written in your book of
destiny uncover gods plan to unify heaven and earth evidenced by an increase of supernatural encounters operate in the courts of heaven with fresh revelation insight and
boldness avoid demonic deception and occultic practice involving the spirit realm walk in powerful dimensions of the spirit opened by jesus blood intercede in agreement
with prayers in heaven as the cloud of witnesses has a powerful voice in the heavenly courts recognize encounters with the cloud of witnesses in a biblical jesus exalting
way step into your destiny by joining the unfolding story of gods kingdom advancing on earth therefore since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses let us
throw off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles and let us run with perseverance the race marked out for us fixing our eyes on jesus the pioneer and
perfecter of faith hebrews 12 1 2

365 Prayers and Activations for Entering the Courts of Heaven
2020-12-15

your daily guide to entering the courts of heaven because of jesus sacrifice every christian can enter heavens courtroom to present their requests directly to the supreme
judge of all bestselling author of operating in the courts of heaven and prayers and declarations that open the courts of heaven robert henderson is internationally
renowned for teaching believers how to enter heavens courtrooms more than a devotional 365 prayers and activations for entering the courts of heaven is your daily guide



to answered prayers prophetic visions heavenly encounters and more each entry includes revelatory scriptures daily scripture selections offer the opportunity to receive
personal holy spirit revelation heavenly encounters each devotional passage is written to usher you into heavens courtrooms through faith prayers of petition activation
prayers help you to pray according to gods will guiding you as you submit your case before the judge verdicts of breakthrough as you learn to function within the courts of
heaven you will see more victory and more answered prayer each inspirational devotional entry features entirely new content from robert henderson perfect as an
introduction to the courts of heaven for beginners or as a handy resource for courtroom veterans this collection of short powerful devotions will empower you to make the
most out of your daily devotional prayer time if you are seeking breakthrough in your life this is your chance to take your request into the very courts of heaven enter
heavens courtroom today and start thanking god for answered prayers

Prayers and Declarations that Open the Courts of Heaven
2018-10-16

bring your prayers into heavens courtroom god is willing and able to answer our prayers but the legal battles that take place in heavens courtrooms often delay our
requests from coming to pass based on robert hendersons popular teaching on the courts of heaven this practical prayer guide will arm you with powerful prayers and
declarations that bring you into the courts of heaven this easy to use book will help you enter into heavens courts to present your cases before the lord learn how to
present prayers that will miraculously reverse circumstances that other prayer strategies have not been able to change break bloodline curses and generational iniquities
that cripple your destiny overcome hindrances to receiving your miracle healing confess and declare supernatural reversals and miraculous turnarounds receive your
supernatural breakthrough open the courts of heaven today

Petitioning the Courts of Heaven During Times of Crisis
2020-04-01

the courts of heaven in god s answer to crisis there are times where we don t know what to do or where to go as people we have run out of solutions and we are faced with
crisis maybe an incurable illness perhaps a financial meltdown everything from relationship troubles to global uncertainty crisis impacts everyone robert

Releasing Resurrection and Revival from the Courts of Heaven
2022-02-15

do you need to experience resurrection or revival in any area of your life many jesus followers are sleepwalking through their christian lives they wear a smile attend
church gatherings and try their best to make it through but they don t really expect answered prayers breakthroughs or a miraculous change in their situations why
disappointment and disillusionment the bible calls this hope deferred what we hoped for did not happen and we are left with hopes and dreams that are dead but
remember we serve the god of resurrection life and revival robert henderson is the bestselling author of the courts of heaven series and in this latest book he challenges
you to pray for miracle reversals in every situation that seems hopeless resurrection thunders as a verdict from the courts of heaven for it is god alone who gives life to the
dead this powerful new book will show you how to discover the seven secrets to seeing dead things revived in your life identify the spirit of sabotage in your life and
cancel its influence make lazarus decrees over those situations that jesus wants to resurrect and revive dismantle the spirit of death and stop it from impacting every area
of your life receive stirring biblical examples of resurrection power released into impossible situations break off the pain of disappointment and position yourself for
answered prayer resurrection is not a one time event it should be the default setting of the christian life we are filled with jesus resurrection life and power we have been
commissioned by the resurrected jesus to see his supernatural miracle power reverse any plan of the enemy that has sought to steal kill and destroy



Receiving Mantles from the Courts of Heaven
2022-09-20

take up the mantle and fulfill the assignment you were destined for he also took up the mantle of elijah that had fallen from him ii kings 2 13 throughout history god has
anointed the unqualified empowered the weak and chosen the least likely to change the world the individual s ability is not what makes them powerful they are
empowered by the assignment the mantle they receive from heaven when these anointed people die their mantles are left behind waiting to be taken up by other
christians using elijah and elisha as prophetic examples bestselling author robert henderson takes you a step further into the courts of heaven revealing how spiritual
mantles are reserved for the body of christ waiting to be accessed received and stewarded for supernatural results are you ready to access heaven s supernatural
resources to fulfill your destiny you will discover 6 secrets to receiving mantles from the courts of heaven how to recognize when mantles are being released from heaven
and how to access them understand corporate mantles meant to be received by the entire body of christ because of the passing of key leaders or shifts in times and
seasons activate generational mantles that bring blessing to your family and future the power of impartation and how you can biblically stir up anointings and spiritual
gifts the god of elijah wants to mantle you with his power and flow through you to change the world

The Language of Heaven
2019

what does the gift giver say about the gift he gave this book will help you overcome the arguments fears and anxieties related to this gift features and benefits shares the
author s personal testimony and spiritual journey with speaking in tongues examines the history of this gift in the church for the past two thousand years interacts with
those who have denied that this gift is valid for today s church speaks to the relationship between spirit baptism spirit filling and the gift of tongues few other issues have
separated the church more than the issue of tongues sam storms focuses on this controversial subject with his signature insights to theology and the gifts of the spirit
what does the gift giver say about the gift he gave storms seeks to bring balance to this subject in the language of heaven as he wrestles with this sensitive issue
experientially as well as theologically he ultimately provides a platform to allow god to speak for himself as he addresses every text of scripture on the subject and
engages with every theological issue that speaking in tongues provokes as a pastor storms knows the questions that the typical churchgoer is asking and provides clear
and accessible answers to them all including is the gift of tongues for every christian or only some how does the gift of tongues operate in the life of the believer
individually in private practice how does the gift of tongues operate in the corporate assembly of god s church how is the christian edified and strengthened by praying in
tongues how do i pray for the gift and prepare my heart to receive it you can overcome the arguments fears and anxieties related to this spiritual gift remember god gives
only good gifts and it is his intention that his church utilize all that he has provided so that we might experience all that he is

Unlocking Wealth from the Courts of Heaven
2020-09-15

your money has a voice in the heavenly realm what is it speaking for years there has been talk of a great transfer of wealth coming to gods people in the midst of
controversy and concern over the excesses of carnal prosperity teaching the fact remains that believers need financial resources in order to fund the advancement of the
kingdom for christians to impact culture they must understand the power of translating financial wealth into kingdom influence the problem this level of wealth and
influence continue to evade us both personally and corporately why its time to renounce and revoke the enemys legal rights in our finances and release supernatural
abundance from the court of heaven robert henderson travels the globe teaching the concepts from his bestselling courts of heaven series when applied these kingdom
truths help believers demolish barriers to breakthrough and step into divine destiny in every arena of life in this timely new work henderson shows you how to enter this
spiritual dimension and engage god as a righteous judge on behalf of your finances you will discover how to remove legal rights the enemy is using to restrain financial
increase in your life understand the economic system of heaven is god a socialist or capitalist revoke the spirit of poverty that wars against prosperity and blessing release
the prophetic voice of your finances before the court of heaven operate in the biblical principles of firstfruits issue restraining orders against the devil and his agenda for



your finances break free from disrupted timing and realign with gods order of abundance if you are experiencing financial hardship or sense an invisible ceiling that limits
your current level of financial blessing discover how to enter the courts of heaven and unlock the abundance thats reserved for gods people

Father, Friend, and Judge
2020-03-17

discover prayer as a supernatural portal to spiritual dimensions many believers prayers go unanswered because they never fully enter the spiritual realms that their
prayers open up apostolic leader and author robert henderson is world renowned for his bestselling series on the courts of heaven in this new work on

Receiving Healing from the Courts of Heaven Leader's Guide
2018-03-20

what to do when prayers for healing go unanswered the bible is clear gods will is to heal and yet believers often pray for healing and do not receive it why the answer can
be found in the courts of heaven robert henderson is internationally recognized for teaching the courts of heaven prayer strategy which has brought breakthrough
answered prayers and miraculous transformation to countless lives through this interactive leader s guide you will receive instruction on how to lead a small group bible
study or church class into the courts of heaven to receive and release god s healing power you can use this resource in a small group or class accompanying the video
sessions or you can work through the transformational exercises individually through the revelatory devotional entries breakthrough prayers and activations that help you
implement the courts of heaven prayer strategy you will actually go through the process of taking sickness before the judge of heaven and asking him to render healing on
your behalf satan is the adversary to gods will and gods people in the courtrooms of heaven he brings charges against believers to prevent their healing through this
interactive leader s guide henderson teaches you to align your prayers with the legal process of heaven to defeat the devils arguments you will learn how to identify
hindering spirits barriers and legal rights that prevent healing break curses and strongholds that give satan destructive access to your health pray in a breakthrough
dimension according to gods purposes release the healing verdict of atonement from the courts of heaven the judge of heaven wants to grant healing bring your prayers
into his courts today also available receiving healing from the courts of heaven book dvd video teaching series interactive study guide companion to video teaching

Receiving Generational Blessings from the Courts of Heaven
2022-04-19

break the cycles of sin and defeat in your family bloodline and become the one who pioneers a new legacy of blessing and breakthrough there is much talk and teaching
about generational curses and how they can be spiritually transmitted through the family bloodline but what about generational blessings the same scriptures that speak
of curses that need to be revoked also point to multi generational blessings that can transform our lives today and impact our children and grandchildren what you do
today in the courts of heaven can release generational blessings for you and your family robert henderson is a recognized apostolic leader in the church and the
bestselling author of the courts of heaven series he has given his life to helping individuals churches and nations break legal agreements with the enemy by operating in
the courts of heaven to step into the breakthroughs that scripture promises but now writing alongside his son adam a powerful new revelation is being released it was his
experience praying for breakthrough over adam that taught robert henderson about both breaking curses and releasing generational blessings from the courts of heaven
you will learn how to experience family freedom by bringing your loved ones before heaven s courts and interceding for verdicts of blessing freedom and salvation pray
according to what s written in the books of heaven for you and your family approach the courts of heaven for generational blessing using a 5 step prayer model observed
in the life of david retrieve lost and stolen wealth from past generations see prodigals reclaimed and restored to god as you pray courtroom prayers on their behalf it s one
thing to cancel the enemy s assignment for our life by dealing with bloodline issues and curses it s another dimension to proactively and powerfully enter the courts of
heaven partner with the purposes of god and secure blessing today and in generations to come



Resetting Economies from the Courts of Heaven
2020-04-28

a crisis is a dangerous opportunity it seems that when crisis and chaos take place in the world one of the first things to suffer is the economy this directly impacts you
because of the connection between your personal finances and the economy discover how to stand in the courts of heaven on behalf of your nations economy this is the
key to experiencing personal turnaround and supernatural increase in your own financial situation robert henderson is a bestselling author respected apostolic leader and
internationally recognized for leading hundreds of thousands of believers into the courts of heaven its not a prayer formula or strategy its a dimension in the spirit where
you partner with the judge of all the earth to render verdicts that release personal and even national breakthroughs discover five key prayer secrets that are meant to
undo the destructive residue of crisis and release personal cultural and economic deliverance build a house of prayer its more than a building or physical location present
prophetic words back to god undo words of judgment rediscover gods love for people present offerings that speak in the heavenly realm in this easy to read yet power
packed mini book you will discover your key role in supernaturally resetting the economy by approaching the courts of heaven

The Gift of Tongues
2021-06-08

is the gift of tongues for today does god want me to have the gift of tongues should i ask for the gift of tongues believers have asked these questions and many others
about this debated and mysterious spiritual gift offering fresh biblical insight robert henderson has written an essential guide that helps readers understand and discover
the power of tongues to remove limits and establish a renewed relationship with god transcending the natural realm in these pages you will gain biblical understanding of
the mystery of tongues learn how to empower your prayer life defeat discouragement depression and disillusionment receive an impartation for this spiritual gift to
become a reality in your own life enter a new realm of personal power hope and faith in the lord let go of powerless christianity and ready yourself for the supernatural in
which the bible declares that every believer can operate

Breaking Demonic Cycles from the Courts of Heaven
2024-01-02

find freedom from demonic cycles that hold you captive do you have a sense of purpose and destiny but it feels beyond your grasp have you received prophetic words that
are not coming to pass or maybe it just feels like nothing is making progress in your life for years bestselling author and global apostolic leader robert henderson has
helped believers around the world access the courts of heaven and receive life changing breakthroughs straight from heaven s throne room in this transformational new
message he reveals how the courts of heaven hold your god given destiny and how to lay hold of it break free from spiritual holding patterns and partner with the
prophetic words spoken over you by god himself to usher you into a powerful new season with encouragement key biblical truth and practical application robert gives you
a prophetic map for moving into where god has designed and destined you to go along the way you will learn how to come into agreement with what god has written about
you in your book of destiny break off the spirit of delay that tries to hinder your progress hear declare embrace and obey god s prophetic words thrive in god no matter
what is going on around you don t waste one more day feeling stuck or stagnant now is your time to move out of where you are and active and advance the fullness of your
divine destiny

Redeeming Your Bloodline
2019-05-21

does the enemy have a claim on you do you feel like your life is stuck in a vicious cycle have you been fervently praying for healing that has not manifested are you bound



to an addiction that you cant overcome are you or members of your family caught in a generational pattern of sin and suffering on the cross jesus set us free to live a life
full of peace joy and strength however in the courtrooms of the spiritual realm the accuser brings legal claims against gods people these charges can prevent us from
securing the breakthroughs that jesus has already purchased on our behalf when you pray bloodline prayers you actively apply the power of jesus blood to your life
through bloodline prayers we can dissolve ancient spiritual covenants and claims that affect our daily lives praying over your bloodline will release you into truly living the
life you are called to live discover how to pray prayers that break the legal claims of curses off of your life and family step into the freedom and authority that the gospel
makes available stop cyclical patterns of dysfunction in your family emerge into new areas of freedom and authority this revelatory teaching includes prayers to spiritually
cleanse your bloodline get ready to see cycles powerfully reversed and experience the full manifestation of jesus victory in your life

Breaking Generational Curses from the Courts of Heaven: Annulling Demonic Covenants in Your
Bloodline
2023-08

stop allowing demonic curses access to you and your family are your prayers going unanswered have you been suffering with no respite or breakthrough does it feel like
the devil is opposing you at every turn these are just a few signs that generational curses are at work in your life don t be fooled the curses flowing down your earthly
bloodlines can and do harass you in the here and now yet through the work of jesus your advocate and intercessor you are fully equipped to break every curse holding you
back having experienced freedom in his own life and lineage apostle and bestselling author robert henderson takes you to the courts of heaven guiding you through the
process of annulling demonic curses and clearing the way for breakthrough and victory in this biblical and accessible guide he equips you to identify signs and symptoms
of curses operating in your life apply the legal work of jesus in the courts of heaven to demolish bloodline curses make breakthrough decrees release the voice of jesus
your advocate over every curse holding you back from victory renounce and revoke all generational curses today and watch the floodgates of heaven open over your life
and the lives of your family

Cleansing Your Bloodline from the Courts of Heaven
2024-08-06

cancel cycles of defeat and dysfunction in your bloodline are the chains of ancestral sin addiction and bondage pulling you away from the abundant life promised to you
are generational curses overshadowing your life s purpose imagine a life where the dark shadows of your lineage are replaced by god s glory and promise where the cycle
of dysfunction ends with you with years of experience in biblical teaching and countless sessions in the court of heaven robert henderson has witnessed innumerable
people receive the miraculous cleansing of their spiritual ancestry the result a cascade of answered prayers breakthroughs and a legacy of blessings in this authoritative
minibook apostolic leader and international bestselling author robert henderson equips you to enter the courts of heaven and cancel the cycles of defeat that ensnare your
bloodline with accessible teaching and divine revelation you will learn how to discern heaven s vision for you aligning your life with god s word regardless of your past or
generational history decree your god ordained destiny drawing from the wisdom written in the books of heaven interrupt satan s bloodline agenda breaking free from the
relentless cycles of defeat that seek to ensnare you and your lineage reclaim lost and stolen wealth removing the enemy s right to legally steal from you and your bloodline
restore prodigals to the family of god witnessing the supernatural redemption and restoration to the lost establish a legacy of victory and blessing not just for yourself but
for the generations to follow embrace the freedom victory and breakthrough meant for you with jesus as your advocate you can herald a future where your descendants
inherit everlasting breakthrough blessings and transformation

Dangerous Prayers from the Courts of Heaven that Destroy Evil Altars
2021-10-19



tear down unholy altars and close the enemy s entryways into your life do you feel like invisible barriers are keeping you from the life you want this may be the result of
hidden evil altars in the spirit realm an altar is not simply a physical object used for religious or occultic practice it s an

Operating in the Courts of Heaven
2016-02-16

robert henderson started to explore the question what would the seven mountains of culture look like in a reformed state there is much talk in the apostolic and prophetic
community about reformation and transformation but sometimes we don t have a clear vision of what it would actually look like for these spheres of influence to be
modeled shaped and impacted by believers who carry the kingdom of god into their everyday places of assignment as the bestselling teacher and leading authority on the
courts of heaven robert henderson explores each of the seven mountains of influence religion arts and entertainment media business government family and education
and gives a powerful vision of what each one could look like if it were transformed and served by the kingdom of god however in order to see principalities broken and
ruling spiritual forces dismantled we must do more than pray standard warfare prayers we must enter the courts of heaven to contend for kingdom influence and impact
in impacting the seven mountains from the courts of heaven you will receive a prophetic blueprint of each of the seven mountains in a reformed state enter the courts of
heaven to pray for the sphere of influence you have been called to reach and impact identify the spiritual powers that are demonically influencing the different spheres of
influence bring your case before the courts of heaven and watch as god brings supernatural reformation to the seven mountains

Impacting the Seven Mountains from the Courts of Heaven: Kingdom Strategies for Revival in the
Church and the Reformation of Culture
2023-02-21

when you touch the divine glory realm you will never be satisfied with anything less in this powerful prophetic message bestselling author robert henderson extends an
invitation to all believers who long to experience god in a deeper more powerful way you can encounter gods glory based on moses encounter with god in exodus chapter
33 robert provides a biblical blueprint for experiencing new realms of gods glory in our daily lives in this groundbreaking work you will receive a greater vision of gods
glory discover the 5 revelations of gods glory from exodus 33 discern the difference between manifestations of gods presence and his glory pray bold glory prayers like
moses become the dominion of god a person fully indwelt and inhabited by his glory in the presence of god we learn how to ascend into the next dimension of god his glory
realmwhere the miraculous happens

Show Us Your Glory
2020-07-21

represent your president and nation in the courts of heaven and help secure the prophetic destiny of the united states of america america is at a crisis point depending on
the results of the 2020 presidential election the united states could either step into its prophetic destiny or be detoured into darkness who will approach the judge of
heaven on behalf of america robert henderson is a global apostolic leader and the bestselling author of the courts of heaven series this timely new book is a prophetic
summons to the people of god to pray for president donald j trump and spiritually secure the destiny of the united states of america in the courts of heaven based on a
series of gripping prophetic dreams henderson received he shares strategic prayer keys on how you can operate in the dimensions of the spirit and be a voice that
represents america in the court of heaven learn how to stand in the counsel of the lord on behalf of your nation represent the united states and donald trump in the courts
of heaven understand the unfulfilled assignments given to america and the church discover what legal rights the enemy is using to attack america partner with what god
is doing in your nation what kind of america will you leave to your children and grandchildren now is the time to stand in the gap and secure the future before its too late



Praying for the Prophetic Destiny of the United States and the Presidency of Donald J. Trump from the
Courts of Heaven
2020-01-21

cindy jacobs bestselling author and recognized leader in the worldwide prayer movement brings her passionate message to all christians who struggle with prayer or
desire to be more effective prayer warriors this powerful guide will answer such questions as why does it take so long to receive answers to my prayers how can i take my
prayer life to the next level and many more whether they wonder why their prayers aren t answered if god likes the way they pray or if they are persistent enough in their
prayers jacobs addresses these concerns and provides solid biblical answers written out of the crucible of her own deep prayer life jacobs starts with basic teaching and
builds up to more in depth topics including fasting and spiritual warfare readers will come away with a fresh understanding of how to develop a strong consistent prayer
life and to discover the power of persistent prayer

The Power of Persistent Prayer
2010-09-01

no more delay god is passionate about you fulfilling your purpose in fact there are books in heaven that record your destiny and purpose their pages describe the very
reason you were placed on the earth and yet there is a war against your destiny being fulfilled your archenemy the devil knows that as you occupy your divine assignment
by default the powers of darkness are demolished heaven comes to earth as god s people fulfill their kingdom callings the unlocking destinies from the courts of heaven
leaders guide will help you take small groups and classes through robert henderson s prophetic prayer strategy as you instruct people on how to apply these revelatory
principles step by step they will learn how to dissolve the delays and hindrances to their destinies being fulfilled what does the enemy use most often to delay destinies
from being fulfilled curses by using the courts of heaven strategy you will recognize the signs of curses operating in your life identify the origins of curses that war against
your destiny revoke the rights of demonic principalities from operating in your life learn the secrets to cleansing your bloodline from generational curses discover how to
legally unlock divine destiny over your life and even your nation bring your appeals before the courtroom of heaven

Unlocking Destinies from the Courts of Heaven Leader's Guide
2017-03-21

use your spiritual authority to cancel the devils plans in our day a powerful revelation has been released teaching all believers how to enter the realm of breakthrough
prayer and kingdom authoritythe courts of heaven as a believer operating in the courts of heaven you have been granted the legal right to issue divine restraining orders
against satan and his demons through revelatory insights biblical examples and supernatural testimonies dr francis myles invites you to enter heavens courtrooms step
into your place of spiritual governance and release divine restraining orders that destroy the schemes of the enemy this groundbreaking teaching will empower you to
restrain the devils power against your life increase your spiritual authority as a judge in the courts of heaven identify and overcome the delilah spirit that aims at your
destiny apply practices modeled by key biblical figures to issue divine restraining orders featuring a special chapter from bestselling author robert henderson this fresh
teaching includes 18 powerful activation prayers for issuing divine restraining orders against spiritual attacks abuse witchcraft the spirit of poverty premature death and
more learn to demolish the adversarys plots and step into the fullness of your kingdom destiny

Issuing Divine Restraining Orders from the Courts of Heaven
2019-08-20



the most important battle you face is the battle for your mind will and emotions why because it greatly determines how much of god and his kingdom you will experience
while you re on earth the thoughts we entertain the words we speak and the choices we make shape and influence not only our reality but all of creation the enemy loves
to highlight our temporary challenges poke at our feelings and stir up fear frustration doubt and self pity and get us mired in murmuring and complaining yet the bible
shows us that all of heaven is available to us right now in these pages you will discover the secret of colossians the incredible power of christ in you when you learn how to
access his ever present power and goodness feelings and fears will no longer control you you will go from being overwhelmed to being an overcomer heaven is only a
decision away how will you choose

Winning the Battle for Your Mind, Will and Emotions
2018-10-16

no more delay god is passionate about you fulfilling your purpose in fact there are books in heaven that record your destiny and purpose their pages describe the very
reason you were placed on the earth and yet there is a war against your destiny being fulfilled your archenemy the devil knows that as you occupy your divine assignment
by default the powers of darkness are demolished heaven comes to earth as god s people fulfill their kingdom callings in the unlocking destinies from the courts of heaven
interactive manual robert henderson takes you step by step through a prophetic prayer strategy by going through the courts of heaven process using this manual you will
learn how to dissolve the delays and hindrances to your destiny being fulfilled what does the enemy use most often to delay destinies from being fulfilled curses by using
the courts of heaven strategy you will recognize the signs of curses operating in your life identify the origins of curses that war against your destiny revoke the rights of
demonic principalities from operating in your life learn the secrets to cleansing your bloodline from generational curses discover how to legally unlock divine destiny over
your life and even your nation bring your appeals before the courtroom of heaven

Unlocking Destinies from the Courts of Heaven Interactive Manual
2017-03-21

these prayers of activation are pulled straight from the full book issuing divine restraining orders in the courts of heaven for anyone who would like to keep these prayers
on their phone or tablet use your spiritual authority to cancel the devil s plans in this exclusive digital companion to issuing the divine restraining

Issuing Divine Restraining Orders from the Courts of Heaven Prayers of Activation
2020-01-27

with dynamic prayers from biblical heroes mike shreve encourages readers to expect the miraculous when they pray

Powerful Prayers for Supernatural Results
2014

you can have a tangible encounter with glory have you been longing for an encounter with gods glory an experience where heaven and earth collide and your limited
perspective is blown apart by the sheer awesomeness of god hrvoje sirovina believes that you were made for these kinds of glory experiences and that every encounter
with gods glory propels you to live an increasingly extraordinary life in an ordinary world in 10 levels of glory hrvoje guides you through ten powerful encounters with
gods tangible presence witness his glory in each of the ten levels creation signs and wonders experiencing god knowing god seeing god the fear of the lord walking with
god the face of god unity with god the unapproachable light with each encounter you will be filled with a fresh hunger inspired toward deeper worship and overcome by a
greater awe of the lord god is calling you to a new experience of his glory will you say yes



10 Levels of Glory
2021-01-19

this manual is an invaluable addition to the paperback courts of heaven for beginners the assignments in the paperback can be fulfilled in this manual the manual helps
you to prepare your court case to present your case and to write down the verdict from the judge for most christians the courts of heaven are still an unfamiliar concept
but that is changing rapidly more and more believers are experiencing that praying from a courtroom perspective is finally ending the injustice being inflicted on them
there are two parts in this book ronald explains in the first part the biblical foundation for the existence of the courts of heaven and what our mandate is to pray there
subjects like the power of the covenant and why we need god as our judge are extensively dealt with he also explains in which court we should present our case and with
what attitude we should enter this court in part two the practical application the reader is assisted with the preparation of their court case establishing the matter of guilt
and preparing their plea the reader is then able to present his case to the heavenly judge using the written prayers in this book then ronald explains how to execute the
written judgment that we receive from the heavenly judge the revelation of the courts of heaven is a revelation from god and it has been hidden for centuries since the
victory of christ on the cross believers are able to condemn every voice that speaks against them in court this book is a powerful tool how do this so that we are finally
able to lead the life god has prepared for us

Manual - Courts of Heaven for Beginners
2019-08-20
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